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Summer programme at  
Astronomical Centre Rijeka:
-  screenings in English for tourist every 

Wednesday from July 15 to September 2 
-  in July (on 15, 22 and 29 July), the progra-

mme will feature a classic work of popular 
astronomy Planets in Sight, 

-  in August (on 12, 19 and 26 August) and on 
September 2, a popular video show on the 
history of the telescope called Two Pieces 
of Glass.

Show time in the planetarium is scheduled 
for 21h. After the show the visitors can tour 
the observatory and have a look at the stars 
through the telescope (wheather conditions 
permitting).

Summary of video shows:
Planets in Sight, documentary – a classic 
work of popular astronomy (a 3D video ani-
mation –  33 minutes)
Designed for wider public, this film takes us 
on an unforgettable journey to the very be-
ginnings of our solar system thanks to brea-
thtaking panoramic images. We will go pla-
net-hopping to learn about their distinctive 
features, their moons, asteroids and comets...

Two Small Pieces of Glass, an award winning 
documentary story on history and develo-

Features:

- the largest project of technological  
culture in Croatia

- the only European astronomy centre  
located within city bus routes

- the nearest similar centre is as far as in 
Milan and Vienna

- A special recognition received by the Tou-
rist Association of the Primorsko-Goranska 
County as part of its action Plavi cvijet

Admission:

Planetary screenings:
- Children, students, pensioners: 10 KN
- Adults: 20 KN
Observatory guided tour: 10 KN

Bookings/enquiries: 
Tuesday to Saturday; 12 noon–14pm, 17pm–18pm
PH 00385 51 455 700 
Address: 
Astronomical Centre Rijeka - Info Office,  
Sveti Križ 33, Rijeka.

pment of the telescope (film + 3D video ani-
mation – 30 minutes)
Aimed at the young and wider public, this 
film explores the Galilean moons, Saturn’s 
rings, spiral structure of galaxies, and many 
other discoveries these tools have made thro-
ughout the history of astronomy. How does a 
telescope work? How do the largest observa-
tories in the world use these instruments to 
explore the mysteries of the universe? What 
are the challenges of the latest generation of 
observatories? Soundtrack performed by the 
renowned London Symphony Orchestra. 
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